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ABSTRACT
Computational modeling of building performance can
generate extensive amounts of data. For this data to be
useful, it must effectively interface with the informa-
tional requirements and procedural constraints of the
building delivery process. Toward this end, this paper
specifically explores the potential of aggregate space-
time performance indicators.

1.  INTRODUCTION 
AND BACKGROUND

In the past, much research has been undertaken to
develop sophisticated simulation tools for building
performance analysis. These advanced (mostly
dynamic) tools can generate an extensive set of
numeric data describing the space-time distribution of
performance indicators. Comparatively less research
has been conducted to explore how these potentially
massive quantities of data should effectively interface
with the informational requirements and procedural
constraints of the building design and evaluation prac-
tice. Various approaches have been suggested to cope
with this problem, a few of which are briefly
described below:
• conservative data transformation: computed per-

formance data are typically numeric and thus less
convenient for the development of a global sense
of building and space behavior. Creative transfor-
mation of such numeric data in visually expres-
sive formats can support the understanding and
evaluation of building performance. In this case
the intention is not reduce or manipulate the com-
puted data per se, but to use data representations
that are more accessible to human information
processing.

• non-interpretative data reduction: the vast num-
ber of numeric data generated by tools capable of
transient simulation may be reduced using simple
selective methods or more complex statistical
aggregation. Examples of such reductive meth-
ods are aggregation of hourly data on building
energy performance into "typical day" or
"monthly" result formats. In this case, the under-
lying data base is "manipulated" to create a man-

ageable set of performance attributes. Howev
the nature of these generated aggregate indica
(temperature, thermal load, illuminance leve
etc.) does not differ from the originally compute
simulation results. 

• interpretative data translation: physical perfor-
mance data may be translated into indicators 
occupancy evaluation, such as those applied
the thermal comfort domain. In this case, th
intention is to support the evaluation and decisio
making process through the derivation of intu
tive measures of occupancy-relevant buildin
quality based on physically defined indicators o
building performance. 

This paper primarily focuses on approaches to no
interpretative data reduction, arguing that more sy
tematic research efforts are needed to formulate a
test methods that allow for meaningful and effectiv
aggregation of space-time performance indicators 
simulation-based building evaluation procedure
Such indicators must satisfy two basic requiremen
They must strategically reduce the simulated perfo
mance base data to the extent that designs can
effectively evaluated, compared, and further deve
oped. At the same time, they must ensure that 
reductive approach does not eliminate the responsi
ness of the indictors to the complexity of and par
metric changes in design. In this paper,
• some existing and new aggregate thermal perf

mance indicators in time domain are reviewe
regarding their potential for and effectiveness 
decision support. This review includes not on
simple statistical (e.g. cumulative) indicator
known from the context of prescriptive standard
as well as methods for time aggregation of sim
lation results, but also more sophisticated (com
bined geometric/energetic indicators) such 
LEK and LEKeq (see section 2).

• a detailed case study from the visual performan
area (lighting distribution) is provided to demon
strate a new aggregate performance indicator
space domain. Again, the hierarchy of aggreg
tion levels is discussed starting with traditiona
indicators of light distribution uniformity inside
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spaces. Next, more sophisticated uniformity indi-
cators are discussed, which address some of the
shortcomings of the first generation reductive
uniformity indicators, i.e. their unsatisfactory
behavior in view of the local deviations of light
levels. Finally, a new entropic light uniformity
level is introduced to overcome the problems of
the second generation indicators, i.e. their indif-
ference toward the various spatial configurations
(adjacency relations) of light levels in a room.

2. ON INDICATORS OF THERMAL 
PERFORMANCE

In the domain of thermal performance, prescriptive
requirements pertaining to building fabric (particu-
larly building envelope) such as maximum permissi-
ble U-values as well as simple and cumulative
measures of energy performance (such as area-related
or volume-related peak and annual loads) have been
in use for a long time. Recent developments on both
accounts demonstrate how a) the inherently dynamic
behavior of building in the time domain, and b) cer-
tain aspects of building geometry may be reflected in
new aggregate performance indicators.

Interpretative Cumulative Indicators
Transient simulations typically generate performance
results (energy use, space temperatures, etc.) for every
time step throughout the simulation period. Where
target (desired) levels are known (e.g. a certain space
temperature, or zero energy use), secondary (interpre-
tative) indicators may be developed that incorporate
the cumulative deviation from those target levels, with
or without application of weights to various degrees
of deviation. Such interpretative performance indica-
tors allow for the comparison of various design alter-
natives and facilitate code compliance checking. An
example of such a cumulative indicator is the temper-
ature deviation factor (TDF) that captures the devia-
tion of the predicted maintained space temperature
from the preferred space temperature (Mahdavi
1997). This performance indicator (practically an
average cumulative temperature deviation) is defined
as follows:

    [%] eq.1

Here tp stands for the preferred space temperature, ti
represents the space temperature at time step i; n is
the total number of time steps; and w is a weighting
variable to penalize larger deviations of the main-
tained temperature from the target space temperature. 

Topologically Enriched Energy Performance 
Indicators
Establishing criteria for the heat transfer throug
building components is as such a hallmark of the p
scriptive approach to building quality assuranc
However, there have been continuous attempts 
arrive at related requirements and derivative perfo
mance indicators involving a more conclusive aggr
gation of information needed for building evaluation
For example, a procedure has been proposed 
implemented that aggregates information on therm
characteristics of the building envelope with a simp
descriptor of the building's geometry, namely "chara
teristic length" lc, which is the ratio of building vol-
ume VB to building envelope area AB (Panzhauser
1993, Mahdavi et al. 1996). This has led to the esta
lishment of LEK values (Lines of European k-values,
cp. Figure 1) which allow for the definition of the
thermal insulation of building envelopes (expressed
terms of envelope’s mean U-value) while considerin
the building envelope’s geometry (expressed in term
of envelope’s characteristic length):

   eq.2

Despite this informational enrichment (in view of th
concurrent consideration of both thermal character
tics of building envelope and its geometry), LEK sti
retains a prescriptive nature which diminishes i
value as a true thermal performance indicator. Fur-
thermore, LEK obviously does not consider th
effects of solar and internal gains. To arrive at an in
cator that would achieve this while retaining the ben
fit of LEK (in view of geometry description), LEKeq
has been proposed (Fantl et al. 1996). Once the h
ing energy need (qh) of a building and the relevant
heating degree days (DDh) are known, LEKeq can be
calculated according to the following equation:

eq.3

The important point in the above formulation is tha
qh itself can be derived based on advanced transi
energy simulation. Thus, the single-number indicat
LEKeq involves a twofold enrichment in that it
includes topologically meaningful geometric infor
mation and can embody detailed information o
building’s energy use derived from sophisticate
energy simulation routines.

TDF

w
tp ti–

tp
---------------- 

 ⋅

n
------------------------------- 100⋅

i 1=

n

∑=

LEK 300 Um 2 l c+( ) 1–⋅ ⋅=

LEKeq 100 qh lc 0.024 DDh 2 l c+( )⋅ ⋅( )⋅ ⋅ ⋅=
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3. A NEW LIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
UNIFORMITY INDICATOR

We now consider the problem of description of spatial
distribution of light, as it represents a particularly
good example for the development of a set of indic-
tors that, despite their single-number format, can pro-
vide successively higher level of critical information.
Uniformity indicators have been in use to describe the
degree of uniformity of the illuminance or luminance
levels for various applications (e.g. architectural light-
ing, lighting of sport facilities, road lighting). Numer-
ical attributes of these indicators have been used as a)
prescriptive definitions of required (or desirable)
degrees of uniformity, b) simple ("compressed") rep-
resentations of actual light measurement results, and
c) descriptors of computer simulation output. We
describe in the following (without the intention of
exhaustive coverage) examples from three genera-
tions of uniformity indicators as space aggregates of
visual performance.

First Generation
In IES 1993 (pp. 888), illuminance uniformity is dis-
cussed in the context of emergency, safety, and secu-
rity lighting. Required levels of illuminance
uniformity are defined in terms of "illuminance uni-
formity ratio":

   [-] eq.4

where Eavg is the average illuminance and Emin is the
minimum illuminance.

In IES 1993 (pp. 525-526), a "uniformity ratio" is
used to describe requirements pertaining to ceili
luminance in the context of indirect lighting. The un
formity ratio is defined as the "ratio of the brighte
area of the ceiling ... to the darkest area of the ceilin
... in other words, the ratio of the maximum to th
minimum".

In DIN and CIE literature (DIN 5044, Hentsche
1982, pp. 196 and 224, Hochstädt and Kuloge 196
pp. 99A-101A) the length-related (U1) and the total
(U0) luminance distribution uniformity indicators
("Gleichmäßigkeitszahlen") are used for road lightin
design purposes:

   [-] eq.5

   [-] eq.6

where Lmin is the minimum luminance, Lmax is the
maximum luminance, and Lm the average luminance.
In Hentschel 1982 (pp. 234) illuminance distributio
uniformity requirements ("Gleichmäßigkeit") are
given for sport stadiums based on recommendatio
in LiTG 1969 and LiTG 1967. The relevant definitio
is in this case:

   [-] eq.7

where Emin is the minimum (horizontal) illuminance
and Em is the average (horizontal) illuminance.

The above reviewed indicators involve, per definitio
numeric values of light levels at a single point. Fo
example, in order to derive the uniformity factor fo
the illuminance on a horizontal plane (e.g. task su
face) in a space according to the above definitions, 
minimum illuminance levels must be identified an
applied in the computation. The question is, if an
how the reliability of the so derived uniformity indi-
cator might be affected due to the uncertainti
involved in obtaining the individual (actually mea
sured or computationally simulated) illuminance lev
at a certain point. 

Second Generation
In response to the critical point raised above, a nu
ber of statistically more elaborate indicators ha
been proposed. One of these proposals (Mahd
1994, Mahdavi et al. 1995) was inspired by the defin
tion of turbulence intensity in ventilation and therma
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Figure 1. LEK-Diagram (Lines of European k-val-
ues) with corresponding volume-specific transmis-
sion heat loss values (Mahdavi et al. 1996)
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comfort domain (ASHRAE 1993, Fanger et al. 1987).
Turbulence intensity (Tu) is defined as the ratio of the
standard deviation of measured air velocities (v

SD
)

during a certain time period to the average value of
these measurements (vm) over the same time period:

       [-] eq.8

Mahdavi’s proposed new uniformity factor was
defined analogous to the above relationship by apply-
ing three modifications. First, in the place of velocity
in equation 8, a photometric term such as illuminance
was used. Second, instead of dealing with the changes
of the parameter in the time domain (time-dependent
velocity measurements), fluctuations were defined in
the space domain (location-dependent illuminance
values). Finally, an algebraic modification was
applied to insure that uniformity factors can only have
values between 0 and 1. The result was the following
definition for the illuminance distribution uniformity
factor (U):

     [-] eq.9

where ESD is the standard deviation and Em the aver-
age value of the illuminance levels.

A comprehensive comparative statistical analysis of
this indicator and two conventional uniformity indices
(Mahdavi et al. 1995) demonstrated that: a) the pro-
posed uniformity factor has a suitable range for the
characterization of a wide range of possible light dis-
tribution patterns in architectural spaces (including
day-lit rooms) and allows for cross-configuration and
cross-space comparisons; b) it is relatively stable
despite the uncertainties in obtaining individual read-
ings (or computations) of illuminance or luminance
levels; c) it is less affected by the resolution of the
measurement/simulation grid; d) it does not "overre-
act" to minor (locally restricted) variations in illumi-
nance (or luminance) distribution pattern.
Furthermore, Mahdavi recently proposed to apply this
indicator (eq. 9) toward the solution of the cloud
cover description problem in daylighting applications.
Recent initial studies involving the measured sky
luminance distribution in Singapore appear to suggest
an interesting new possibility to specify the sky’s
cloud cover as a function of the numeric attribute of
the sky luminance uniformity indicator. 

However, as with all second generation indicators, the
uniformity indicator of equation 9 has a clear limita-
tion, despite its obvious advantages compared to the
conventional ones. It is indifferent to the specific
topological pattern of adjacent illuminance (or lumi-
nance) patterns. For example, the  fields a and b in fig-
ure 2 (which may be thought of as task surfaces with

simulated illuminance levels) have obviously entire
different distribution patterns, yet yield identical un
formity attributes no matter if first or second gener
tion indicators are applied.

The Third Generation
In response to this problem and inspired by th
entropy notion in thermodynamics, Mahdavi 1996
proposed the concept of a single-number "entrop
distribution index" (EDI). In this paper, instead o
providing a detailed mathematical formulation o
EDI, we provide an illustrative thermal analogy tha
leads to establishing relative entropic uniformit
attributes for a few simple illuminance distribution
patterns. Consider the dark-bright illuminance pa
terns A to E in figure 3. We represent these as lo
high temperature zones in a space with an analog
geometry. Assuming adiabatic enclosure, we app
the detailed transient energy simulation tool SEM
PER-NODEM (Mahdavi 1996b, Mahdavi and
Mathew 1995) to compute for each case the time t
is needed to move from the initial state to the therm
equilibrium state. 

Tu

vSD

vm
-------- 100⋅=

U
Em

Em ESD+
-----------------------=

Figure 2. Demonstrative spatial distribution pat-
terns for which a second generation uniformity indi
cator yields an identical numeric attribute
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Figure 3. Five demonstrative spatial distribution patterns for which a
third generation uniformity indicator yields different numeric attributes
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The conjecture is that the longer the time taken to
reach equilibrium, the lower the uniformity of the pat-
tern. To arrive at a uniformity ranking, we first repre-
sented these times relative to the shortest equilibrium
time among all patterns. The inverse of this relative
time provides an entropic correlate to the visual uni-
formity of the patterns. We have used the numeric
results of this procedure to rank the patterns A to E
according to their degree of uniformity (cp. table 1).
Table 1 clearly demonstrate the sensitivity of the pro-
posed new entropic light distribution uniformity index
(visual EDI) to the topological distribution of individ-
ual (simulated or measured) light levels.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we specifically discussed some existi
and new examples of aggregate space-time per
mance indicators for simulation-based building eval
ation purposes in the thermal and visual (lightin
domains. We demonstrated that such carefully form
lated aggregate indicators can strategically reduce 
computational performance data, while conservin
salient information on buildings’ complex space-tim
behavior. Needless to say, as there is no one uni
method to represent and communicate the typica
extensive computationally generated building perfo
mance simulation results, such aggregate indicat
do not represent a substitute for other numeric a
graphic means of data representation, but should
applied in tandem with those.
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Distribution pattern Uniformity rank

A I

B II

C III

D IV

E V
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distribution patterns (cp. figure 3) derived based on 
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Indicator 
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